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Listen Up 

“Hey, how’re ya doing?” “How’s it going?” “What’s new with you?” 

These everyday questions may either invite surface small talk or lead to a deeply vulnerable 
conversation. While none of us have the time or emotional energy to go deep in every interaction, it’s 
easy to fall into a habit of surface-level communication. Thinking about how we respond to questions 
asked in greeting is a great reminder that surface learning can apply to relationships (if we fail to 
look beyond appearances) as well as to teaching (if we fail to move from memorization and 
regurgitation into comprehension and application). 

Interestingly, both surface and deep learning rely on questions. The difference—relationally and 
educationally—comes in how we respond when someone answers questions. Deep learning begins 
with deep listening. 

Oh, the frustration we feel when someone is not listening to us! We do not like needing to repeat 
ourselves because others have not been paying attention. Yet, I have to wonder, how many times do 
I tune in to kids or friends in a way that allows me to pick up the emotions behind their words? How 
often do I follow up with questions that show I care and want to understand? Have you ever had the 
kind of friend or guide who asks such great questions and listens so supportively that you end up not 
only feeling valuable, but also clarifying what you are thinking and even inspiring you to come up 
with ideas and solutions? 

I’m convinced that developing skills in wise questioning and deep listening can be transformational 
for us personally, spiritually, relationally, and professionally. That’s why we will go deeper into this 
topic in upcoming Lifelines. Please keep reading each Lifeline, forward this to your friends, and let 
me know your thoughts. Together, we can learn how to better listen to and love those we influence. 

 


